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Introduction
Malaysia has traditionally observed a moderate brand of Sunni Islam1 and has itself not
experienced a major radical fundamentalist terrorist attack. It has however been continually
utilised by radicals across the region since the height of al-Qaeda‟s efforts in the 1990‟s and
2000‟s as a staging post, logistics hub and transit hub. Given the patently responsive
reassurances by senior security and government ministry officials, the questions begs what
indeed has spawned two back-to-back terror warnings from Western governments? These
two announcements most certainly legitimise the need for a critical analysis and thorough
assessment of the current terror threat vectors that are faced by Malaysia.
It is ISS Risk‟s opinion that the decision-logic behind a call for meaningful analysis and
understanding requires no further vilification when the ongoing region-wide penetration of
domestic terror groups, political influence and intelligence / operational activities by the
Islamic State in Iraq and Syria (ISIS) are recognised. To suggest that Malaysia is somehow
impervious to the threat posed by the growing ISIS footprint in the region is nonsensical and
a dangerous domestic position to adopt.
This report is an objective assessment of the various developments in extremism / terrorist
group dynamics in Malaysia over the last 24 months, to bring transparency and an
explanation for the current terror concerns. Through the analysis of information gathered
directly from in-country sources as well as through extensive open source research, we have
addressed the following key points:
 Operational presence and support base of ISIS in Malaysia
 Growth of ISIS in the region
 Counter-terrorism initiatives from the Malaysian government and their effectiveness
 The potential for organic growth of ISIS in Malaysia in the near term
 The risk of spill over and regionalisation of Islamic extremism into other neighbouring SE
Asian nations

Combat indicators
The chronology of major ISIS-related activities and events are given in Annexure at the end
1

The Malaysian government declared Shia / Shiite a "deviant" sect in March 2011 and banned them
from promoting their faith to other Muslims, but left them free to practice their faith between
themselves privately.
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of the report. Analysis of the event illustrate how by the end of 2015 what had started as an
emergent influence in 2013 has developed into a definitive influence from ISIS either directly
or through local ISIS-sympathisers and has begun to shape Malaysian Islamic extremism.
As such, this serves as an indicator as to how ISIS may further impact risk vectors relating to
extremism within the country and beyond.

Discernible patterns
The chronology of events listed above illustrates clearly that the threat posed by ISIS has
grown from embryonic, to emergent, to definitive in Malaysia within a very short period of
time. As with all risk assessments, understanding the trends and patterns of a fast
developing risk are crucial for a number of reasons, the distance remaining until said risk
reaches a critical state being a major one. ISS Risk has drawn the following key
observations in regard to the activities / growth of ISIS in Malaysia over the last two years:

First contact
Malaysian radicals are likely to have established direct contacts with ISIS leadership at some
point in 2013 and the Malaysian militants are understood to have begun joining ISIS in Syria
onwards from mid-2013.

ISIS-linked training camps in Malaysia – importance and impact
The establishment of terrorist training camps in Malaysia as early as December 2013 for the
vetting and training of local radicals and furthermore as a key staging post for channelling
Malaysian / SE Asians onward into Syria was a major declaration by ISIS of its intent
towards the region. The depth and strategic value of the camps cannot be seen simply as a
starting point for activities in Malaysia, but as a totem to their achievements and realisation
of clearly long-term plans to date.


Camps‟ being established in 2013 highlights two critical factors as to what already
existed in Malaysia‟s extremist landscape. Firstly, the level of theological or ideological
affinity that existed between local extremist ideologues and militants made for fertile
ground for ISIS‟ Salafist message.



Secondly it reveals the close collaboration that existed on an operational level between
radicals based in Syria (predominantly from the Middle East) and Malaysian jihadis.

To put these two points in context one must be mindful that in 2013 it is arguably fair to say
that the world at large was still somewhat unaware of the existence of the ISIS group and
that al-Qaeda continued to hold media and analytical report headlines. Yet in Malaysia a
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training camp and channel to Syria had been formally established and was up and running.
The capture of Fallujah or Mosul or Raqqa, sworn allegiances from Islamic extremist groups
in Egypt and Chechnya, territorial holdings in Libya, multiple beheadings of westerners
released on YouTube and the commencement of the US aerial bombing campaign in Iraq
were all still up to a year away. The use and establishment of camps in Malaysia in 2013
prior to these major events speaks volumes as to ISIS‟ intent for the country and region.
So, who actually took the initiative and founded the camps in 2013? What purpose did it
serve? The ISIS‟ core recruitment ethos remains unchanged since 2013. It calls for all ablebodied Muslims from around the world to travel to Syria irrespective of their combat or
ideological capabilities. Given the aforementioned existing affinity for ISIS, as well as the
geographical distance between Malaysia and Syria, it is most likely that this process of
sending vetted Malaysian jihadis to Syria was indeed initiated by Malaysian recruiters
themselves. Malaysian recruiters took the initiative. It is ISS Risk‟s firm belief that this
decision was based upon one long-term strategic objective: the creation of a generation of
Malaysian jihadists with combat experience who could then be repatriated or redeployed to
Malaysia so as to continue their jihad. These „returnees‟ would not only spread the extremist
ideology propagated by ISIS and its Malaysian followers but also be able to train local
militants in battlefield-tested TTPs (terrorist tactics, techniques and procedures) learnt from
ISIS.
These ISIS-aligned camp‟s first facilitators and recruiters – most probably veteran jihadists
themselves – recognised very early on how Syria could be of direct benefit to them, just as
Afghanistan had been in the 1980‟s and 90‟s. ISIS and the Syrian War presented them with
the opportunity to take recruits from their own existing local or regional affiliations, dispatch
them to Syria for battlefront experience and through this process create a new generation of
hardened committed radicals from Malaysia to fight in Malaysia. It is easy to recognise this
strategy as nothing more but the repetition of what was witnessed during the Afghan jihad in
the 1980s where jihadi groups from all across the Muslim world also sent fighters to
Afghanistan to gain combat experience and later recycle and apply their skill sets to jihadist
operations in their respective homelands.
The success of these training camps in identifying highly motivated and radicalised recruits
willing to give up their lives for their ideology has succeeded in bringing a singularly new and
deadly security threat: the suicide bomber. Given the moderate level of Islam being practised
in Malaysia, the participation of a Malaysian Muslim in a suicide attack is a marked
escalation in Malaysian jihadi modus operandi. The January 2016 arrest by Malaysian police
of a suspected suicide bomber in Kuala Lumpur would indicate the fallout has already
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begun. To date at least six confirmed Malaysians have participated in suicide attacks on
behalf of ISIS and it is our assessment that most of them, if not all, were graduates of these
pre-deployment training camps. The introduction of suicide attacks to the Malaysian jihadi
ideology is something which will cause increased security concern for the Malaysian state as
these radicals return home.

Evolution of ISIS activities in Malaysia
ISIS‟ activities to date in Malaysia can be broadly classified into four different phases,
reflecting not only the group‟s actions and growth domestically but also its operations
globally.

Phase One [mid-2013 to early 2014]
The first phase, lasting from the middle of 2013 until the latter part of 2014, largely involved
Malaysian sympathisers of ISIS and jihadis travelling to Syria through local recruitment
channels or in a personal capacity. At the initial stage of this phase, travel to Syria was either
self-funded or achieved through local jihadi fundraising actions or a combination. However,
as time progressed, particularly since the declaration of the Global Caliphate by ISIS in June
2014, foreign funds started finding their way into the hands of local recruiters. Such an
evolution in funding strongly indicates growing maturity and mutual trust in the SyriaMalaysia jihadi relationship, as well as the usefulness of the Malaysian recruits to ISIS in
Syria.
Crucially during this time close relations were developing between jihadis from different
Southeast Asian nations (principally Indonesia and Malaysia) in Syria. ISIS command
recognised this closeness with the decision to form the Katibah Nusantara Lid Daulah
Islamiyyah (Malay Archipelago unit for the Islamic State) combat unit in September 2014.
The creation of this combat unit recruited from a specific region further defined by a common
ethno-linguistic profile means three things.


Firstly, a sufficient number of active personnel from the region were already present in
the theatre and leadership felt that they could perform better as a distinct unit.



Secondly, a steady flow of new recruits from the region would have been considered as
achievable – i.e. ISIS could realistically re-supply the unit following the loss of numbers
through death or injury.



Thirdly, sowing the ISIS ideology yet deeper into a far-flung region that was regarded as
moderate.
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Hence, it is our assessment that the actual number of ISIS members from SE Asia, including
Malaysia, is much higher than what has been estimated by several government agencies.

Phase Two [late 2014 to mid-2015]
The second phase began in late 2014 and continued until the middle of 2015 during which
Syrian combat veterans of Malaysian origin began returning home, and ISIS‟ strategic plans
for Malaysia as a bridge head in SE Asia were becoming more recognisable. Police sources
stated that most of the veteran returnees were in contact with foreign handlers in Syria and
were on a mission to spread the ideology and network of ISIS in Malaysia as well as recruit
more people for the terrorist group. The foreign handlers of ISIS members in Malaysia were
in all likelihood members of ISIS‟ External Operations Unit (“EOU”) which had been formed
in Syria around the July to August 2014 period2.
The commonality of purpose and transnational contacts created within Syria has essentially
led to the forging of closer connections between jihadi groups and individuals across the SE
Asian region, and as such helped Malaysia in becoming a regional transit hub for would-be
jihadis planning to travel to Syria during this period. Malay speaking jihadis in Syria were
simultaneously able to arrange access to direct funding from ISIS‟ treasury for recruiters and
sympathetic groups. Each of these factors, plus ISIS‟ leader al-Baghdadi announcing a
galvanising message of a worldwide Caliphate in late June 2014, had ISIS well placed in
Malaysia to develop and maintain small support bases and cells across the country and to
continue the expansion of their influence.
Further to its aim of expanding its influence in Malaysia and SE Asia, ISIS leadership in
Syria launched a Malay language propaganda programme in June 2015, with dedicated
Malay language websites that dealt with not just international jihadi issues but also domestic
political and religious issues.
The „outreach‟ from Syria based command to Malaysia however was not only virtual; during
Phase Two a number of non-Malay ISIS commanders were sent to Malaysia. It is our firm
assessment that these senior group members were sent to organise and align the local ISIS
cells, train the local cadres in TTPs, and to execute attacks approved by ISIS headquarters
in Syria. It is no surprise then that during this period the Malaysian police reported a
significant increase in the interception of Malaysians planning to travel to Syria with the
express purpose of joining ISIS, as well as their prevention of a number of attempted
terrorist attacks within Malaysia by self-radicalised ISIS lone-wolf militants. Such reports
2

The EOU was the wing which approved the November 2015 Paris attacks.
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would clearly demonstrate that ISIS was successfully building its in-country capabilities.

Phase Three [mid-2015 to mid-2016]
The third phase involved ISIS achieving a potentially significantly larger operational
presence inside of Malaysia than recognised. This included an increasingly growing number
of active service cells and support personnel with direct oversight from Syria-based
command. The main objectives of these cells were to conduct attacks inside Malaysia, which
they eventually succeeded in through the Puchong bar grenade attack in June 2016.
Intelligence gathered from police arrests within Malaysia identified that Syria veterans, both
Malays and foreigners, had been returning / entering Malaysia and the region during this
phase. In parallel with the security risk posed by the return of these jihadists during this
phase, there had been the identification of an equally feared phenomenon within Malaysia –
attack plans against domestic targets involving suicide bombers.
A leaked Malaysian police intelligence report in mid-January 2016 identified 18 suicide
bombers as being in Malaysia, 10 in Kuala Lumpur and 8 in Sabah as at November 2015.
The radicals were drawn from ISIS and ASG of the Philippines. Shortly after this report leak
police in Kuala Lumpur arrested a Malaysian man reportedly in the very final stages of
planning to perform a suicide bomb attack at an entertainment venue in the capital. The
police confirmed that the suspect had stated he had received his orders directly from ISIS
Command in Syria.

Phase Four [mid-2016 to present day]
The fourth and current phase essentially has two aspects. First, it is witnessing an
exponential growth in the number of ISIS cells and supporters inside Malaysia and an
alarming intent of these cells to carry out attacks inside Malaysia. As mentioned earlier,
during this period, Malaysian security forces foiled 14 planned terrorist attacks inside the
country, while there was also the successful Selangor bar attack. While ISIS might be losing
ground in Syria and Iraq; this has not impacted the group‟s ability to attract supporters in
Malaysia – the increasing number of people arrested for having connections with ISIS
highlights that fact.
Secondly, there has been a growing cross-fertilisation between Malaysian ISIS sympathisers
with their counterparts from the region, particularly the ones in southern Philippines. This
phase witnessed official ISIS propaganda advising its followers to travel to Mindanao in the
Philippines, if they failed to travel to Syria. So we are now observing significant bidirectional
movement of jihadists and resources between Malaysia and Mindanao. This has resulted in
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multi-dimensional consequences:


There has been a reduction in the number of ISIS sympathisers trying to travel to Syria,
as they now find it easier and cheaper to travel to Mindanao. However, while travel to
Syria required using air travel and the larger risk of getting caught by the Malaysian
authorities; travelling to Mindanao is usually done across the Sulu Sea from the porous
and often unguarded shores of eastern Malaysia. Sea journey from Sandakan in east
Sabah to Zamboanga in southwest Mindanao takes less than 15 hours. As such, risks of
getting caught are much lesser and the government has no way to be certain about how
many Malaysians are actually making this journey.



Malaysia has genuinely turned into a „logistics hub‟ for the regional jihadist network
where radicals as far away as Bangladesh and Myanmar are converging for eventual
deployment to southern Philippines. These are being facilitated not just by Malaysian
recruiters but also recruiters from southern Philippines based in Malaysia.



ISIS militants in Malaysia are becoming experts in making IEDs as demonstrated by the
increasing number of such devices being recovered from raids on suspected ISIS cells
in the country. This was not the case even until late 2015 and is indicative of a
knowledge transfer to Malaysian jihadists from external sources – most likely southern
Philippines.



Malaysian militants are taking active combat roles in southern Philippines, particularly in
the ongoing clash between Maute Group militants and Philippine security forces in
Marawi. Certain sections of Malaysian militants have also accepted Isnilon Hapilon, the
leader of ASG and also the Emir of ISIS in the Philippines, as their own leader, as
demonstrated by their involvement in the battle to rescue the besieged Hapilon from
Marawi. This is a direct evidence of the unification of regional militant groups under a
singular regional entity under the umbrella of ISIS.

Rightfully so, the Malaysian security agencies are maintaining their highest level of security
alert throughout this Phase. Moreover, the government has setup the federal counterterrorism department as well as the National Special Operations Force which also
demonstrates how seriously the government is treating the treat from militancy.

Local support base – potent minority
Current estimates of the number of ISIS sympathisers in Malaysia range widely, from 50,000
(Malaysia Police estimates) to three million (11% of the nation Pew Research Poll 2015).
Clearly these figures do not infer that sympathy is „mainstream‟, however, the very real fact
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is that either figure is capable of providing a very meaningful level of support to in-country
networks of ISIS, and also a continuous flow of willing recruits and financing. These are very
serious challenges to any counterterrorism strategy implemented by the Malay government.
Perhaps the most worrying group identified within this statistic however is the number of
radicalised individuals that have been found serving within the Malaysian armed forces and
security services.
Several arrests have been made since 2013 where serving Malaysian military or security
personnel have been found to be active ISIS cell members directly engaged in terrorist
activities. There have been instances when security personnel have helped ISIS members to
illegally enter the country, while in other cases they have knowingly provided safe houses to
the jihadis.
As several terrorist attacks in Pakistan demonstrate the infiltration of the armed forces by
radical elements makes the strategic assets of a nation (ports, airports, navy bases etc.)
particularly vulnerable to planned militant attacks. The infiltration of armed forces and
security services by ISIS is cause of major concern within Malaysia, as its existence leaves
potentially catastrophic weaknesses in any security measures or strategies relied upon by
the state to counter ISIS activities in the nation.

Marawi crisis and what lies ahead for Southeast Asia?
The Marawi siege has now entered its fourth month. The Armed Forces of the Philippines
(AFP) claim the crisis is almost over and a mere handful of militants remain entrenched in
the city, soon to be ousted. Interestingly, the handful of fighters left are claimed to be
Malaysian and Indonesian nationals. The military made some solid progress in the past
week in their operations against the militants and rescued a significant number of hostages.
However, the final operation to neutralise the remaining terrorists may take several more
weeks and then confirmatory clearance operations definitely several more weeks after that.
Marawi is but one dot on the tapestry that needs connecting to the other regional dots to
reveal the real picture of what lies ahead for SE Asia.
Marawi was a combat litmus test for the militants and the AFP; it is also a warning as to what
potentially lies ahead for not just the Philippines but also the region. The spill over effect
within the Philippines is becoming apparent. The terrorists are setting their sights on other
areas of the lawless south to open new fronts. Regionally, the mere fact they have stood
against a nation‟s armed forces for over four months and longer by the conclusion of this
siege, that spill over has the potential to ratchet up faster than is being anticipated.
The other regional powder keg which was a slow burning fuse until August 25th is Rakhine
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state in Myanmar and the persecution of the Rohingya Muslims. This situation has been
engineered and crafted to create a maximum ripple effect across the region and beyond.
The architects of this crisis, those who approved the launching of the attacks against the
Burmese police posts, did so in the full knowledge of the consequences. So like Marawi,
Rakhine is becoming a tactical focal point for radical pan-Islamists, a call to arms outside the
diminishing battleground of Syria and Iraq that was the Caliphate. Connected to this is
Bangladesh.
The situation in Bangladesh had and continues to deteriorate on a terrorism and militancy
level. The security forces have managed to contain the attempted break out of the Jamaatul
Mujahideen Bangladesh (JMB) and thus far mitigated the threat. Sustainability of that
success though is the real issue, they only need to be lucky once and they will reinvigorate
their campaign. The Rohingya issue is feeding into the problem. Just as Marawi has become
a beacon for fighters, the strategists are seeking to create another lightening rod to draw
supporters and fighters to the region.
Indonesia and Malaysia have roles to play in this stratagem. The Indonesian role has been
demonstrated in Marawi with the number of fighters who were either recruited in advance or
reacted as the siege unfolded. An estimated 50 fighters were identified as having been
recruited by a single agent, others were recruited by different recruiters and dispatched,
clear evidence of forward planning and integration. The supply chain was well established in
advance as demonstrated with the flow of Indonesian fighters across the straits and via
Malaysia.
Malaysia has proven to have been a fundamentally important trans-regional hub in the rise
of radicalism in the SE Asia region, a role that will become more apparent and integral as the
strategy reveals itself more in the coming months. The level of piracy and general organised
criminal activity with established smuggling routes and groups in Malaysia is without a
shadow of a doubt feeding the supply chain of militancy in the region. These routes and
groups have and will become more critical to the emergent radicalisation crisis in the region.
As more militant returnees from Syria and Iraq integrate into the regionalised network that is
morphing in Asia, this role the Malaysian financiers and logistics elements play will become
much more important and carry significant implications for the embedding of militancy in the
region.

Counter-terrorism capabilities of Malaysia
Malaysia‟s National Defence Policy considers terrorism as a critical security threat and the
government is very serious about dealing with it. It employs a full spectrum strategy when it
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comes to counter-terrorism which includes specialised security units and agencies, arming
security forces with adequate laws, strong legal and regulatory framework to fight terror
financing, multi-dimensional international cooperation and very effective de-radicalisation /
counter-radicalisation programmes. In fact, the anti-radicalisation programmes of the
Malaysian government are considered as one of the best in the world and several nations
have sought advice from Malaysia on deradicalisation.
The government of Malaysia has shown its strong determination in dealing with the ISIS
problem, as demonstrated by the adoption of a tough and controversial anti-terrorism law in
2015. The new Prevention of Terrorism Act – 2015 (POTA) allows lengthy detention of terror
suspects without trial and does not allow any judicial review of their detentions. In addition, it
has setup intelligence sharing arrangements with its immediate neighbours in the region as
well as other nations so as to tackle what it obviously views as the serious and growing
threat posed by ISIS. To date, Malaysian security forces have been successful in foiling all
but one terror attacks and have arrested hundreds of suspected ISIS militants. In fact, along
with Indonesia, Malaysia has the best demonstrated counter-terrorism capabilities in the
entire region.
However, prevention of incidents does not equate to eradication of the threat of future
incidents. And the regionalisation of the terrorism threat, as discussed in this report, will
ensure that Malaysia will not just face threat from inside, but also from outside. So, in
addition to maintaining a strong domestic counter-terrorism strategy; a comprehensive
regional approach is also required. First steps have been taken with the formation of joint
regional air and marine defence comprising of Indonesia, Malaysia and the Philippines and
the Philippines allowing Indonesia and Malaysia to conduct hot pursuit in its territorial waters.
However, a lot needs to be done before this threat could be sufficiently neutralised in the
region.

Threats posed from organised criminal and militant
activities across the Sulu Sea
Sulu-Celebes Sea
The Sulu-Celebes Sea area has garnered significant attention over the past 18 months as a
hotbed for maritime crime and kidnapping-for-ransom (KFR). Philippines, Malaysia and
Indonesia have made some semblance of joint response, amid offers and patrols from the
United States, China and Japan. However, these patrols will be unlikely to achieve the
desired effects due to the extreme lack of available assets, lack of real coordination, and the
amount of small vessel traffic throughout the region. Crime and terrorism at sea are
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functions of poor enforcement ashore, and the tri-border region will remain perilous until the
three regional governments are able to impose the rule of law in the at-risk areas.
Protected corridors and coordination centres have been established in the most dangerous
areas of the Sulu/Celebes area, but the maritime space is vast and, unless all maritime
traffic employs these safe corridors, KFR will continue. Given that a large number of vessels
are local fishermen and coastal freighters, it is unlikely that the safe corridors will be able to
protect even the majority of traffic in the region.

Issues at play
Terrorists in the tri-border region between Philippines, Indonesia and Malaysia are
capitalizing on the generally-low level of maritime domain awareness among Southeast
Asian states in order to move personnel and equipment among operational areas, as well as
financing their operations. KFR has long been a tool employed by ASG in the Philippines,
but in recent years it has become a resurgent industry focused on the maritime domain.
According to Philippine government reports, ASG pocketed USD7.3 million in ransoms in the
first half of 2016.

Threat area
The Sibutu Passage has been a favoured location for these events, given the large amount
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of merchant traffic employing the waterway. The Moro Gulf and Basilan Strait have also
been utilised to good effect by criminal actors. Approximately 13,000 vessels transit Sibutu
Passage yearly, carrying cargo worth over USD40 billion. Up to USD800 million of the traffic
is composed of Indonesian coal shipments to the Philippines. At one point in 2016,
Indonesia cut off all coal shipments to the Philippines due to the criminal threat, but was
forced to re-start the shipments due to the economic cost. Malaysia attempted a similar
tactic, banning trade between Eastern Sabah and Tawi-Tawi in Philippines.
In May of 2016, the respective governments of Indonesia, Malaysia and Philippines
established a framework for coordinated patrols in the region; however, the patrols enabled
by this Trilateral Cooperative Agreement only began in March of 2017, and have been met
with limited success.

Brief look at recent use of maritime domain by terrorist groups
Sultan of Sulu – Approximately 200 armed Filipino fighters loyal to the self-proclaimed
Sultan of Sulu invaded the Malaysian state of Sabah on 11 February 2013. When dialogue
failed to dislodge the militants from the town they occupied in Lahad Datu, the standoff
became a gun battle, and later escalated to a full air and ground assault against the sultan‟s
followers. The fighting resulted in the deaths of over 50 militants and 8 Malaysian police
officers. Without delving into the historical background of the conflict; the invasion awakened
Malaysia and the Philippines (and to a lesser extent Indonesia) to the fact that their lack of
maritime security represented a glaring hole in their abilities to secure their own territory from
terrorism.

Bohol, Philippines Attack – In April of 2017, three fast-boats crewed by ASG gunmen
conducted a raid against the Philippines‟ Bohol island, likely in an attempt to abduct tourists.
When confronted by Philippines security forces, the heavily-armed terrorists killed four
members of the government force and sustained similar losses of their own. U.S. and
Australian embassies warned their citizens of “possible kidnappings by terrorist groups” in
Central Philippines approximately a week prior to the attack, but the attackers were still able
to approach and land without being interdicted. Despite Philippines‟ President Rodrigo
Duterte‟s public statements pledging to eliminate ASG in Mindanao, the group continues to
display capability to attack outside its traditional base areas by employing the anonymity
afforded by the maritime domain.

Tactics
The criminal and terrorist activities seen in Sulu have prompted many to draw parallels with
that seen off the Horn of Africa throughout the late 1990‟s and 2000‟s. However, the two are
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worlds apart. The criminal / terrorist activities in Sulu have thus far been far more violent,
characterized by violence against the crews and destruction of communications and
emergency equipment. The pirates / terrorists are commonly armed with a mix of edged
weapons and firearms and have employed single boat attacks as well as coordinated attacks
involving several small crafts. Attacks have been conducted by groups of as many as 18
men. Vessels themselves are rarely, if ever, taken or controlled for a long period. Rather,
they are stripped of valuable items and re-sellable equipment, as well as crewmembers
being abducted to be ransomed or executed.
The majority of attacks have taken place in daylight hours between 0800 and 1800,
indicating that the perpetrators have little fear of interdiction by military or law enforcement.
This could stem simply from the (correct) perception that regional states lack sufficient
enforcement capabilities within their Exclusive Economic Zones, alone or together. It is also
likely that the perpetrators have plied the waters of the Sulu and Celebes Seas as mariners
for years, and are intimately familiar with the maritime domain and local military / law
enforcement patterns. In a worst case scenario, these groups have conducted targeted
intelligence gathering against government forces and / or may be receiving intelligence from
sympathisers within the organisations themselves.
At the outset, the KFR perpetrators appeared to target a specific vessel type, slow-moving or
moored vessels with low freeboard. Oceangoing tugs, coastal freighters and fishing vessels
were all targeted in the first few months of the uptick in KFR cases. However, these attacks
escalated to more brazen tactics, with Abu Sayyaf gunmen boarding Dongbang Giant No. 2,
an 11,391 gross ton South Korean-flagged cargo vessel, in the vicinity of Tawi-Tawi Island
as it transited toward Australia from Korea. The ship‟s master, a Korean national, and a
Filipino crewmember were kidnapped and still remain in captivity.
Four similar, discrete events were observed in November of the same year, with four large
merchant vessels reporting being pursued by armed men in small craft in the Sulu and
Celebes Seas. Regional Cooperation Agreement on Combating Piracy and Armed Robbery
(ReCAAP) subsequently issued an advisory to vessels of all sizes to avoid the area if
possible. In December, Malaysian security forces engaged a group of armed militants in the
vicinity of Semporna, killing three of the men and capturing the rest. On 20 February 2017
the Giang Hai, a 2,875 gross ton Vietnam-flagged bulk carrier, was hijacked while underway
from Indonesia to Iloilo Port, Philippines. Six crewmembers were abducted and one was
murdered. Another of the crew was reportedly killed and dumped overboard by the
kidnappers. The abductors destroyed communication and navigation gear before escaping.
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Porosity of borders / unregulated ports
The chief enabler in the tri-border region of Malaysia, Indonesia and the Philippines is the
limited state penetration throughout the area. Immigration controls are not in place at all
official ports, and dozens (if not hundreds) of unofficial “rat ports” exist throughout all three
countries. The sheer number of vessels, ranging from oceangoing tankers to fishing canoes,
when compared to the number of enforcement vessels currently deployed in the Sulu /
Celebes region means that militants can move almost-completely unopposed in the region.

Groups in the area
The Abu Sayyaf Group appears to be the primary terrorist organization engaging in KFR,
whether conducting the kidnappings themselves or simply purchasing hostages from
criminals unattached to their organization. ASG has derived significant income from
ransoming its hostages, but has also beheaded three over the past two years for
propaganda purposes. It is worth noting that all three of the beheaded hostages were
kidnapped at sea.
The Maute, a more recently organized group and affiliate of ISIS, is also using this loosely
controlled region to move its fighters and weapons. In a Philippine government raid near
Piagapo in Lanao del Sur, government troops found military equipment, uniforms and
Indonesian passports among the dead. Marawi‟s proximity to the Gulf of Moro, and to a
lesser extent Iligan Bay, has provided an effective avenue for reinforcement for both Filipino
and foreign fighters to join the battle and resupply the dug-in Maute forces in the city.

ISIS connection
The threat to SE Asia is twofold. First, the governments of Indonesia, Malaysia and
Philippines are all aware that ISIS is making a concerted effort to establish itself and shore
up support in the region, particularly in the tri-border area. In August 2017, ISIS produced
several propaganda videos exhorting Muslims in SEAsia to “liberate” their homes, rather
than travel to Syria. For those that have travelled to Syria and returned home, they are not
starved for choice in organizations to affiliate with and the lawless, hardly-governed area in
Eastern Sabah and Mindanao provide a safe harbour for these combat-hardened militants.
Efforts by the Duterte government to stamp out ASG in Southern Philippines have only
resulted in increased attacks at sea. Whether or not this is a direct effect is debatable, but
the pressure from the Philippines government seems to be driving ASG to secure more
hostages and raise more funds. The still-ongoing Marawi debacle is a shining example of
ISIS capitalizing on the unregulated maritime space. Philippines government officials have
openly admitted that Indonesian and Malaysian fighters have been killed in Marawi, as well
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as jihadis from Singapore, Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, Yemen, India, Morocco, Turkey, China
and Chechnya. For the SE Asian fighters, jihad was only a series of short boat rides away
into the Philippine archipelago. Officials in both Malaysia and Indonesia recognize that small
boat traffic plies the Sibutu Passage in both directions, and that Marawi is a glimpse into
their own futures if action is not taken immediately.
The same path is used to address the logistics and resupply requirements of these terrorist
groups. Weapons and ammunition flow largely uninhibited in the Sulu area,
Second, the states in the area have an almost-existential fear of becoming labelled “another
Somalia” by international shipping corporations and insurers. As of yet, no official “High Risk
Area (HRA)” has been established in the region; however, shipping traffic has already begun
to avoid the Sulu and Celebes area if possible. Should the area be deemed an official HRA,
the regional economy will be severely damaged as insurance premiums and transit costs
skyrocket.

What can be done?
First, it must be acknowledged that military response will not be the key to success in the
Sulu and Celebes regions. Even with increased military and law enforcement vessels
present in the region, locating terrorists on the open sea will be as challenging as locating a
needle in a haystack. The government must address the grievances of the Moro in Southern
Philippines to achieve real success in the region.
With respect to concrete actions that could be taken immediately to combat terrorist activities
in the region, one of the first steps must be controlling the littoral areas of the states, as well
as access points. As long as unregulated ports exist, particularly those connected to the
interior by buses/ground transport links, terrorists will transit unopposed. Unofficial ports
must be destroyed and enforcement capabilities at official ports must be enhanced. Maritime
pickets should be established in the waterways commonly used by terrorists and criminals,
including the Sibutu Passage and around the islands of Jolo, Basilan and Tawi-Tawi.
Institution of low-cost vessel monitoring systems and vessel licensing programs would also
be beneficial. Radar systems and other high-cost hardware will not be useful, as the vessels
employed by the terrorists are small and indistinguishable from other local traffic.
Since March of 2016, 59 crewmembers have been abducted from vessels transiting the
region surrounding the tri-border area, and 2 crewmembers have been killed. Of the 59, nine
have been rescued, 30 released and 18 abductees are still in captivity. In its 2016 annual
report on piracy, the International Maritime Bureau (IMB) stated more mariners had been
kidnapped at sea in 2016 than in any of the previous 10 years, despite a decrease in piracy
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events to their lowest point since 1998. For ASG, KFR is a business that supports its chief
goal, establishing an independent Islamic state in Southern Philippines. The aforementioned
maritime KFR activities will certainly continue until ASG base areas ashore can be
eliminated, or until enforcement at sea can provide the required degree of maritime security.
Given the challenges faced by Indonesian BAKAMLA, Philippine Coast Guard and
Malaysian MMEA, even if these forces are able to operate with seamless coordination they
will still be hard pressed to accomplish this goal without foreign assistance.

Conclusion - What role will Malaysia play in the evolving
terrorism landscape?
Malaysia occupies a unique physical geography in SE Asia and a particular role in the
emergence of radicalism in the region. As ISIS swings its gaze and aspirations outside the
Caliphate, Asia will feature more prominently in that strategy. Malaysia will be a centrally
important conduit for regionalisation within this emergent strategy. Historically many
indigenous terrorist groups have pursued disparate strategies with nuanced objectives.
Occasionally this has been bridged by organisations such as AQ, offering a platform under a
commonality of purpose within radical Islam.
The undercurrents driving indigenous, trans-regional and international groups have always
been there; organisations such as AQ utilised this undercurrent to their own agenda. But
what potentially lies ahead in the region is quite different from before. There has been a
maturing or evolution as such within radical Islam over the past 4 decades. This latest
decade has seen the emergence of ISIS and potential catalyst for significant transformation
of the radical Islamist discourse into a truly global scourge – a singularly ideologically
inspired but autonomously motivated globalisation of terrorism.
Malaysia presents a unique challenge. It is a largely secular Muslim nation with an evolving
jihadist or radical power base. But that power base is at the moment focused on logistics,
supply and financing. Evidence is clearly emerging that this is morphing into something more
than this though. The risk is that this transition will accelerate as we move through 2017 into
2018.
Elections looming in the country are a contributory factor, but not the underlying factor. The
government's desire to remain in power has resulted in a courting of hardline Islam. This is
feeding the undercurrent of radicalism. Simply put, the expediency of cosying up to hard line
elements may well exacerbate and intensify the growth of radicalism in the country at a
pivotal juncture of its evolution.
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The increase in maritime related crime, much straightforward piracy, cloaks and belies the
emergent relationships between these criminal organisations and terrorist groups. For the
criminals it is just business, different day different client. But these criminal groups act as
facilitators nonetheless for terrorist supply chains; it is simply product and profit for the
criminals.
Attempts by Malaysia, Indonesia and the Philippines to redress the flow of fighters and
resources to militancy is too little too late. As opposed to launching maritime operations to
curb terrorist activities, these assets should also be heavily targeting the criminal networks
under pinning the supply chains to the terrorists. The absolute failure here is distinguishing
between criminal groups and terrorist organisations. Their inter dependency is what should
be targeted, in short give no quarter to either and treat them the same as one thrives off and
needs the other just as much. This is patently a policy issue that goes far beyond definitions.
The integrated nature of the symbiotic relationship should be the real target. The criminal
organisations are essentially the Achilles heel of the logistics and supply chain; they lack the
internal ideological drivers that terrorist groups utilise for security and motivation.
Malaysia risks becoming a central hub of logistics and financing of terrorism, an epicentre as
such, which will act as a growth enabler for the surge in terrorism and integration that lies
before us. The Malaysian government‟s actions in the coming 6 to 12 months could make a
significant difference to just how embedded this becomes. At the moment, things do not
auger well at all in this respect.

Annexure
2013
2013 / DECEMBER
1.

Existence of ISIS linked terrorist training camps confirmed by security services in remote
districts within Malaysia (Port Dickson, Negeri Sembilan state and Kuala Kangsar, Perak
state). At the camps Malay militants reportedly received both physical and weapons
training in addition to indoctrination of ISIS ideology. While the training was reported to
have typically lasted for a few days, the graduated militants of these camps were sent to
Syria and Iraq usually after four months.

2.

A Malaysian woman, in her 30s, travelled to Syria via Turkey to join ISIS. Reports at the
time alleged that the woman participated in jihad al-nikah (women offering themselves in
sexual comfort roles to male jihadis).
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2014
2014 / APRIL
3.

A Malaysian woman, in her 40s, was confirmed as having travelled to Syria via Egypt
and Turkey and declared as having joined ISIS.

2014 / MAY
4.

First Malaysian suicide bomber for ISIS identified. The Malay national blew himself up at
an Iraqi security force office in the Anbar province of Iraq, killing 25 Iraqi security
personnel. The suicide bomber, named Ahmad Tarmimi, was from Pahang state in
Malaysia and had received training at an ISIS linked camp in Port Dickson in Malaysia
before travelling to Syria.

2014 / JUNE
5.

According to the Permanent Representative of the Syrian Arab Republic to the United
Nations in Geneva, 15 ISIS fighters positively identified as being of Malaysian origin had
been killed in Syria until then.

6.

Malaysian Federal Special Branch police arrested 19 terror suspects from across the
nation for establishing ties with ISIS with plans to carry out ISIS-inspired attacks on
pubs, nightclubs and a Malaysian brewery of Danish beer producer Carlsberg.
Intelligence gathered from the arrests confirmed that a number of the suspects had
received terrorist training at camps in Southern Philippines which belonged to the Abu
Sayyaf Group (ASG), before returning to Malaysia to conduct their terror attacks. A
serving member of the Royal Malaysian Navy was also amongst the arrested suspects.

2014 / JULY
7.

The Malay Foreign Ministry confirmed the June dated press release by the Permanent
Representative of the Syrian Arab Republic to the United Nations in Geneva that 15
ISIS fighters of Malaysian origin were from Malaysia. Importantly the Home and Foreign
Ministries publically confirmed that movements of Malays to Syria were being monitored
by Malay authorities.

2014 / AUGUST
8.

Malay authorities claimed that approximately 50 Malaysians are fighting for ISIS in Iraq
and Syria.
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2014 / SEPTEMBER
9.

The death of Lotfi Ariffin, a Malaysian jihadist fighting for ISIS in Syria, sparked an
outpouring of eulogies in the Malaysian social media. He was also hailed as a martyr by
the Pan-Malaysian Islamic Party (PAS) for joining the „path of jihad‟.

10. Indonesian and Malaysian fighters of ISIS in Syria came together and formed a military
unit named Katibah Nusantara Lid Daulah Islamiyyah (Malay Archipelago unit for the
Islamic State) in al-Shadadi, Hasaka province, Syria. The new unit began with 22
members and was formed with a goal to recruit and facilitate the transfer of people from
Southeast Asia who wanted to travel to Syria to „defend the Islamic caliphate‟, and also
perform „counter-attacks against governments that repress caliphate supporters‟.
11. Malaysian police arrested three people suspected of attempting to travel to Syria to join
ISIS. The three suspects were arrested at the Kuala Lumpur international airport while
waiting for a flight to Turkey. The three were reportedly recruited through social media
platforms used by ISIS and its supporters and were found to have been in touch with
Malaysian fighters already in Syria.
12. Prime Minister Najib Razak tabled a White Paper in the Malaysian Parliament stating
that the terror threat in Malaysia had reached a „new level‟. The Paper mentioned that
the link between foreign and local fighters via social media had led to greater funding for
terrorist activities. Additionally the Paper mentioned that foreign militants were trying to
influence local political parties through their members. The Prime Minister proposed in
tandem with the publication of the White Paper‟s findings that tougher anti-terrorism
laws be drawn up and implemented to counter the increased threat in the nation.
13. Two members of the Malaysian Armed Forces were arrested in Kuala Lumpur for
channelling funds to Malaysians joining ISIS in Syria.
2014 / OCTOBER
14. Malaysian police arrested 13 people suspected of having links with ISIS during a
security raid in a suburb of Kuala Lumpur. One of the arrested suspects was a senior
government officer who received funding from abroad to facilitate the transfer of recruits
to Syria.
15. Malaysian police reveal that they are monitoring potential ISIS sympathisers within the
Malaysian security forces.
2014 / NOVEMBER
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16. Ahmad Affendi Abdull Manaff of Kelantan state is identified as the second Malay
national to act as a suicide bomber for ISIS, having blown himself up by driving a bombladen vehicle into a military installation in Homs, Syria, killing roughly 50 soldiers of the
forces of the Assad government.
17. Five suspected ISIS fighters from Malaysia identified as having returned to Malaysia.
Three of them were arrested by the police while the other two went missing. Police
investigation revealed that those who returned were not driven by disillusionment or the
desire to surrender to the Malaysian authorities, but to influence and recruit others.
2014 / DECEMBER
18. Malaysian security agencies reveal that Malaysia is becoming a transit point for militants
who wish to travel to Syria to join ISIS, from the SE Asia region. Additionally the
agencies confirmed that local militant groups (both Malaysian and SE Asian) were also
playing a very significant role in facilitating the transferring of militants from Indonesia to
Syria via Malaysia.
19. Intelligence reports reveal „would be‟ militants from Malaysia planning to join ISIS were
taking indirect routes to Syria via various third-party countries, so as to evade detection
by the Malaysian authorities. A typical in-direct route identified by authorities was to take
a flight to a neighbouring country such as Brunei, before taking a connecting flight to a
Middle East country, usually Turkey, before completing the final leg of travelling to Syria.
20. Saudi Arabian authorities arrested a former Malaysian special forces soldier on
terrorism charges.

2015
2015 / JANUARY
21. Malaysian Home Minister Ahmad Hamid Zahidi announced that more than 300 Chinese
nationals (Uyghur‟s) have used Malaysia as a transit point to join ISIS in Syria. The
Chinese nationals had travelled to a third country through Malaysia prior to entering
Syria.
22. A Malaysian national suspected of running an ISIS cell in Australia was arrested in
Kuala Lumpur after he was deported from Australia.
23. ISIS issues an advisory for potential recruits from Southeast Asia not to use Malaysia as
a transit route, saying that taking such a route would most likely result in them being
apprehended by the authorities.
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24. Royal Dutch Airlines (KLM) issued an internal security memo about possible terror
attacks by ISIS in Malaysia. The memo advised KLM crew and staff to avoid public
transport systems, crowded tourist areas and locations frequented by foreigners. The
advisory was reportedly issued based on credible information received from the
Malaysian authorities.
25. Malaysian Police announced that 120 people were arrested in Malaysia in 2014 for
suspected links with ISIS, while 67 Malaysians had successfully travelled to Syria to join
ISIS.
2015 / FEBRUARY
26. Police arrested an ISIS commander of Middle Eastern origin in Kuala Lumpur. The
arrest of a Middle Eastern member of ISIS within Malaysia was viewed as a significant
evolution in the nature of the threat domestically given his role being most probably that
of a recruiter, co-ordinator and instructor.
27. Local militants inspired by ISIS publish a video on social media threatening to attack
Malaysian courthouses.
28. The Malaysian Home Minister mentioned in a press conference that ISIS was planning
to kidnap wealthy Malaysians and ethnic Chinese business tycoons in Malaysia, as well
as stage bank robberies to fund its terrorist activities. The Minister urged wealthy
businessmen to be extra careful and be very aware of this threat to their personal
security.
29. A 14-year old female was detained by Police at Kuala Lumpur International airport,
having been identified as intending to travel to Syria and join ISIS.
2015 / MARCH
30. ISIS posted a video titled „Education in the Caliphate‟ which depicted 20 Malay-speaking
individuals studying, praying, eating and undergoing weapons training in territory held by
the group in Syria. The group also uploaded photos of students at the Abdullah Azzam
Academy, which uses the Malay-Bahasa language as a medium of instruction. The
academy was reportedly established specifically for the children of Southeast Asian
fighters.
31. Two Iraqi nationals suspected of being members of ISIS were arrested in Kuala Lumpur
by a Special Counter-terrorism Task Force. The suspects had entered Malaysia legally
and were reportedly planning to carry out attacks on the Saudi Arabian and Qatari
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embassies in Kuala Lumpur.
2015 / APRIL
32. Malaysia passed a controversial anti-terror law to tackle the growing support of ISIS in
the nation. The Prevention of Terrorism Act (POTA) allows authorities to detain („intern‟)
suspected terrorists for two years without any charge or trial.
33. Police arrested 17 suspected militants who were identified as planning to carry out ISISinspired terror attacks in the nation, as well as kidnap high profile individuals, rob banks
and raid armed forces‟ installations to obtain weapons. Two of the arrested suspects
had recently returned from Syria while two others were identified as serving reservist
Malaysian military personnel. One of suspects was subsequently identified as an
Indonesian arms expert formerly associated with the well-known Southeast Asian
terrorist group Jemaah Islamiyah (JI).
34. Malaysian police arrested 12 suspected militants in a counter-terrorism operation,
preventing a major ISIS-inspired attack on several government-owned and strategic
locations in Kuala Lumpur ahead of the 26th ASEAN Summit. Police also recovered a
significant cache of ingredients used to create and operate home-made bombs such as
industrial fertilizers (20 kg of ammonium nitrate, 20 kg of potassium nitrate powder),
kerosene, various wires, PVC pipes with covers and remote control units. The planned
attacks were in response to calls by ISIS to launch terrorist attacks on secular Islamic
countries seen as "enemies of ISIS". Authorities said previous arrests of suspected ISIS
militants were believed to be a further reason behind the intended attacks.
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35. Government figures revealed at this time estimated that as many as 70-75 Malaysians
had joined ISIS in Syria, with 10 having been killed as a result of gun-battles, aerial
strikes and performing suicide bombings.
36. Ayub Khan Mydin, Director of the Malaysian Police Counter-Terrorism Division, said that
intelligence gathered indicated that it was only a matter of time before there is an ISIS
attack in Malaysia. Such intelligence included direct threats from known ISIS members
to attack Malaysia, repeated declarations by ISIS that Malaysia is an apostate country
that requires punishment for being so, and interception of strategic and operational
plans to bomb entertainment districts and locations in the capital and elsewhere.
2015 / JUNE
37. ISIS initiated Malaysia focused propaganda / recruitment programme assessed as being
a clear „step-up‟ and far more co-ordinated, using Malay Bahasa language websites.
The propaganda campaign targeted localised websites, focusing on „local ISIS news‟
reports, the publication of articles looking to glorify ISIS fighters (especially those from
Malaysia and Indonesia), and the sharing news of fighters and their families from both
these countries who had migrated to Syria to take up arms with ISIS.
38. Police figures revealed that in the first six months of 2015, Malaysian authorities have
arrested more than 100 people suspected of having links with ISIS.
39. Report indicates that the number of Malaysians fighting for ISIS in Syria had increased
markedly, and now stood at roughly 200.
2015 / JULY
40. Police arrested two suspected members of ISIS for planning to carry out attacks on
Western interests and entertainment districts in Kuala Lumpur. The two suspects were
found to be in close contacts with European members of ISIS in Syria, and that the
planning of the attacks commenced after receiving direct instructions from within Syria.
One of the arrested suspects had previously spent time in Syria and had returned to
Malaysia after being injured in combat in Syria.
2015 / AUGUST
41. Police arrested 10 suspected members of ISIS in raids across the nation. Those
arrested included six Malaysian security forces personnel.
2015 / SEPTMBER
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42. Malaysian police declared a heightened state of alert in Kuala Lumpur following credible
information of a potential terrorist attack by ISIS militants. The planned terror attack was
believed to be retaliation for the successful interception of militants and subsequent
prevention of terror attacks in recent months by Malaysian security forces. The US
embassy in Kuala Lumpur also issued a security warning in parallel to the Malaysian
police‟s announcement.
43. Reports revealed that „Syria veterans‟ from SE Asia were now using Malaysia as a
journey transit point for ISIS militants travelling to ISIS training camps in Sulawesi
Island, Indonesia.
44. Reports confirm that „people-smuggling networks‟ were being used by ISIS militants to
facilitate their travel through SE Asia.
45. Malaysian Prime Minister Najib Razak announced at the United Nations Leaders‟
„Summit on Countering ISIL and Violent Extremism‟ that Malaysia was performing a
study on the formation of a regional, digital counter-messaging communication centre
(“RDC3”), a first in SE Asia, that would be based in Malaysia. RDC3 would act as a
„counter-messaging centre‟ for Malaysia and SE Asia specifically to counter ISIS‟ social
media presence.
2015 / OCTOBER
46. ISIS flags spotted in several states of Malaysia, including Perak, Terengganu, Kedah
and Selangor.
2015 / NOVEMBER
47. A leaked Police intelligence memo revealed that 10 ISIS linked suicide bombers were
deployed in Kuala Lumpur, while another 8 were present in the Sabah region ahead of
the East Asia Summit and ASEAN-US Summit in Kuala Lumpur. The memo detailed
intelligence relating to a meeting between members of ISIS and two major terror groups
indigenous to SE Asia, ASG and Moro National Liberation Front (MNLF).
2015 / DECEMBER
48. Police intelligence estimates revealed that approximately 50,000 Malaysian nationals
were believed to support ISIS. A survey by the Pew Research Centre found that
approximately 11% of Malaysians had a favourable view towards ISIS, equating to a
figure of over 3 million Malaysians as at December 2015.
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49. Several militant groups and individuals who have pledged allegiance to ISIS or support
the ISIS cause began planning to unite different terror cells or groups from Malaysia,
Indonesia and the Philippines to form an official ISIS faction in SE Asia according to
intelligence sources in country.
50. A Malaysian national was identified as the suicide bomber and vehicle-borne IED
detonator responsible for an attack in Raqqa Syria that killed 21 Kurdish fighters of the
Kurdish People‟s Protection Units (YPG). He had travelled to Syria via Turkey in
October 2014. He was a member of the Katibah Nusantara Lid Daulah Islamiyyah
(Malay Archipelago unit for the Islamic State).

2016
2016 / JANUARY
51. Police arrested four Malaysians suspected of having links with ISIS. One of the arrested
suspects confessed to planning a suicide attack in Malaysia after receiving orders from
a foreign ISIS member in Syria.
52. Seven suspected ISIS members of a terror cell were arrested by Malaysian security
forces. The suspects were reportedly planning terrorist attacks against strategic targets
in Malaysia, and believed to be receiving instructions directly from a known Indonesian
militant Bahrom Naim, based in Syria. Bahrom Naim has been identified as a planner of
the 14 January 2016 attack in central Jakarta.
53. ISIS released a video threatening Malaysia following security raids against its
3

A November 2015 Survey by the Pew Research Center (http://www.pewresearch.org/facttank/2015/11/17/in-nations-with-significant-muslim-populations-much-disdain-for-isis/)
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supporters inside the nation. The video was released soon after Malaysian police
conducted raids on a suspected terror cell. The video featured ISIS fighters from
Katibah Nusantara Lid Daulah Islamiyyah.
54. Malaysian national acting as a suicide bomber attacks a police training centre in Tikrit
Iraq, killing 12 policemen and injuring 20 more. The Malaysian had travelled to Syria in
September 2014 via Istanbul with his younger brother (died September 2015, suicide
bomber Bayji targeting Iraqi forces), initially serving as a cleaner before being recruited
as a sniper and then suicide bomber. He was a member of the Katibah Nusantara Lid
Daulah Islamiyyah.
55. Total number of ISIS-linked Malaysians killed in Iraq-Syria as at January 2016 stood at
17, including six who had served as suicide bombers
56. The Malaysian Prime Minister stated at the International Conference on Deradicalisation
and Countering Violent Extremism in Kuala Lumpur that Malaysia was to open in May
2016 the regional centre to counter-message ISIS‟ social media presence that was
spoken of last September 2015 at a UN conference on ISIS and Violent Extremism. In
effect a Counter Violent Extremism (“CVE”) centre. The Malaysian Deputy Prime
Minister confirmed that the centre (“RDC3”) would be modelled on the UAE‟s Sawab
(“Right Path”) Centre in Abu Dhabi, a facility jointly funded by the UAE and the USA.
2016/ FEBRUARY
57. Reports released by Special Branch Counter-Terrorism Department (SB-CTD)
suggested that ISIS has been intensifying efforts to carry out attacks inside Malaysia
through its local sympathisers. The move was made following crackdown on jihadist
networks in the country following the Jakarta attack in the previous month. ISIS cells in
Malaysia had received direct orders from Bahrun Naim – an Indonesian jihadist and
important member of ISIS‟ Malay speaking unit Katibah Nusantara and the mastermind
behind the Jakarta attack.
2016 / MARCH
58. Malaysian Government identified 18 international terror organizations which could pose
a threat to the country‟s security. The 18 organizations included ISIS, Liberation Tigers
of Tamil Eelam, Boko Haram and the ASG, while the names of the other groups were
not revealed due to security concerns.
59. The Defence Minister of Malaysia revealed that Malaysia‟s anti-terrorism unit have
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recently prevented a kidnapping plot of the government officials including the Prime
Minister and the Defence Minister himself. He also said that Malaysia‟s anti-terrorism
unit also managed to prevent attempts to create chaos in Kedah, Kuala Lumpur and
Putrajaya.
60. Malaysian Home Minister informed the parliament that Malaysian authorities have
arrested a total of 162 persons until 14 March 2016 for having connections with ISIS.
Additionally, he also mentioned that no foreign fund had been brought into the country
until then in connection with domestic or international terrorism.
2016 / APRIL
61. Latest reports suggested that at least 1000 recruits from Malaysia, Indonesia and
Philippines have left for Iraq and Syria to join the terrorist groups there.
62. The director of Special Branch, Malaysia revealed that until April 2016, a total of 19
Malaysian citizens have died while fighting for ISIS in Iraq and Syria.
2016 / MAY
63. ISIS released a video showing 23 Malaysian and Indonesian children getting trained to
use weapons.
64. Malaysian police arrested a suspected ISIS supporter who was a former flight engineer
for the Royal Malaysian Air Force and was working as a safety expert of Malaysian VIP
flights.
65. Malaysian police arrested 14 Malaysians, including a woman, suspected of having links
with ISIS from the remote areas of Johor, Selangor, Perak, Kedah and Perlis.
2016/ JUNE
66. Kuala Lumpur court on 14 June sentenced a Malaysian artist to 12 years in prison for
support ISIS. He was arrested in October 2014.
67. ISIS released a video calling on its followers to focus their energy on fighting in SE Asia.
The video called on jihadists to target Malaysia and advised those fighters who couldn‟t
travel to Syria to make their way into the Philippines instead. The video also threatened
attacks against Malaysian police.
68. At least 8 people, including a Chinese woman, were injured on 28 June in a grenade
attack at a bar in Puchong of Selangor state, 13 km from downtown Kuala Lumpur. ISIS
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later claimed responsibility for the attack.
2016 / JULY
69. Malaysian police reported that 186 Malaysian and 27 foreigners suspected of having
links with ISIS were arrested from different parts of the country for investigation. The
police were also investigating bilingual messages circulated through social media
targeting tourist spots including Jonker Street, Stadthuys and several entertainment
outlets.
70. Malaysian police arrested 14 suspected ISIS members from different parts of the
country and also seized an IED. One of the arrestees was believed to have the
knowledge of making IEDs and was a trusted associated of a top Malaysian ISIS leader
based in Syria.
71. Malaysia's Communications and Multimedia Commission (MCMC) blocked 11 websites
and 22 urls used by ISIS to spread propaganda.
72. Philippines authorities informed on 18 July that five Malaysian tugboat crewmen were
kidnapped by ASG at the waters of Lahad Datu district (Tawau division, Sabah state).
73. British government warned its citizens that that there is a “high” threat of terror attack in
Malaysia following the grenade blast at a pub in Puchong town of Selangor state.
74. Five armed men in military fatigues kidnapped three Indonesia fishermen from a
Malaysian-registered fishing trawler at Tungku in Lahad Datu district (Tawau division,
Sabah state). ASG was suspected to be behind this abduction.
75. The Deputy Prime Minister of Malaysia informed that the government will be using the
help of former terrorists who have repented to prevent the country from any further terror
activities.
76. Malaysia police confirmed that the Selangor night club attack was the first successful
ISIS attack in the country. The attack was carried out after receiving direct orders from
ISIS HQ in Syria.
77. ISIS declared war on Indonesia and Malaysia through a latest propaganda video.
2016 / AUGUST
78. Nine terror suspects involved in the Selangor pub bombing were arrested from different
parts of the country. Two were arrested from Kuala Krai, Kelantan and were planning to
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carry out a new attack on an entertainment outlet in Johor Baru. An M67 grenade was
seized from them. Another 17 years old youth was also arrested who was planning to
attack non-Muslims at Sandakan (Sabah state).
79. Police arrested three man who are plotting to attack a famous Hindu temple in Batu
Caves of Gombak district (Selangor state), entertainment outlets and police stations
across the country. Seized from them were a K75 grenade and a pistol along with 9mm
bullets.
80. Counter-terrorism chief of police expressed concern over the rising number of militants
who were plotting to execute attack inside the country from abroad.
2016 / SEPTEMBER
81. Indonesian jihadist and Katibah Nusantara leader, Bahrun Naim, is believed to be
instigating Malaysian jihadists to carry out attacks against security forces.
82. Reports indicate that the ISIS have trained a squad of aspiring suicide bombers to carry
out attacks in Malaysia.
83. Police found that Malaysian ISIS leader Mohamad Wandy Mohamad Jedi was able to
raise RM100,000 (USD$24,000) in a short time from inside Malaysia. He was also able
to collect around RM8,000 per months from the country. He had given directions to local
ISIS operatives in Malaysia to carry out lone wolf attacks and even become suicide
bombers.
84. Malaysian authorities deported a Nepali citizen to Nepal for his involvement in facilitating
operations of terrorist groups including ISIS. He was arrested along with a Malaysian
and a Bangladeshi. It is believed that he was creating false documents to facilitate
travels of terrorists. Meanwhile, the Bangladeshi businessman was also deported from
Malaysia for supplying arms to terrorist organisations.
2016 / OCTOBER
85. Philippine officials arrested a Malaysian suspected terrorist from a port in Maluso town
in Basilan (Mindanao) while attempting to slip back to Malaysia. He was believed to be
an IED trainer of ASG.
86. Deputy Prime Minister informed the parliament that 137 Malaysians have been arrested
thus far for having connections with ISIS. These included those planning to join the
militant group, those returning from Syria and people who were financing such activities.
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87. Malaysian police arrested 16 terror suspects who were involved in a cell named „Black
Crow‟ headed by the suspected mastermind Mohamad Wandy and were responsible for
the Selangor night club attack.
88. Malaysian anti-terror chief, Ayob Khan Mydin Pitchay, stated that 15 Malaysian military
personnel have been arrested since 2013 for alleged involvement in terrorist activities.
Of the 15, three were released after investigations, five were charged for terrorismrelated activities, and seven others are being held under anti-crime laws that cover acts
of terrorism
89. ISIS militants believed to be using Telegram mobile application to disseminate its
ideology and recruit Malaysians. They use Telegram and other apps to connect with
potential recruits and arrange their trip to Syria. It was also reported that ISIS recruiters
used a hotel in Kuala Lumpur in April 2016 to meet potential recruits.
90. The Malaysian government established the National Special Operations Force (NSOF)
as the country's first responder to threats of terrorism. The team initially comprised of 17
officers and 170 personnel from the Malaysian Armed Forces (ATM), Royal Malaysian
Police (PDRM) and Malaysian Maritime Enforcement Agency (MMEA) and is ready to
be mobilized at any time.
91. The Philippine police arrested a Malaysian bomb maker associated with the ASG from
Metro Manila for planning to carry out an attack in the city.
92. A Malaysian national was arrested from Maluso (Basilan, Philippines) when he was
trying to leave for Malaysia. He was also found in possession of an IED.
93. Malaysian police arrested 16 suspected ISIS militants in operations across the country.
15 of them were Malaysian and one was from North Africa. Out of them, 14 were part of
a cell led by Mohammad Wandy Mohammad Jedi. Another suspect was a Malaysian
student who wanted to enter Syria via Istanbul but was arrested at Kuala Lumpur
International airport, and the North African is suspected to be linked to Jahbat Al Nusra
terrorist group Syria.
94. Malaysian High Court sentenced a 39-year-old man to a total of six years' jail over two
counts of terror-related offences – working for ASG and having in possession
propaganda material of ISIS. The convict was arrested in March 2016.
95. Two Malaysian nationals were detained on 28 October at the Kuala Lumpur
International Airport for allegedly trying to join ISIS. They were deported by Turkey,
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where authorities arrested them while attempting to travel to Syria on 28 October.
96. Malaysian authorities arrested 13 people, including women and students, over suspicion
of having links with ISIS. They were also found to be planning to travel to Syria to join
the militant group.
2016 / DECEMBER
97. Malaysian Defence Minister announced that the Malaysia‟s military had been instructed
to be on alert as remnants of the militant Maute Group might seek refuge in other parts
of the region, including Malaysia, following the attack on its hideout in Mindanao on 27
November. The groups were also involved in the terror attack in Davao, which killed 15
people in September.
98. Deputy Home Minister Nur Jazlan Mohamed on 21 December confirmed that militants
were recruiting students from Al-Madinah International University (Mediu) in Shah Alam,
Selangor (Malaysia). Police learned of the militants actions after interrogating the
arrested suspects for links to the ISIS global terror network. Militants have targeted the
university because of its high foreign student population. Police are reportedly also
monitoring other similar education institutions for signs that terrorist groups are intending
to conduct similar operations there. .
99. According to Special Branch Counter-Terrorism, Abu Gomes, a bomb expert based in
Syria since September 2014 had been trying to enlist Malaysians since he became an
ISIS militant in early 2014. . Gomes managed to enter Syria in September 2014 to join
the terror group. Reportedly he often shares his knowledge in bomb making and has
issued orders to ISIS cells in Malaysia to launch attacks.
100. Assistant Director of Counter-Terrorism division of Malaysian police said that they
have foiled 14 attempted terrorist attacks by ISIS in Malaysia. He did not elaborate on
the nature of these attacks.
101. Eight Filipino gunmen involved in cross-border kidnappings were involved in a gunfight
with Malaysian security forces near Sabah‟s east coast Darvel Bay. Three suspected
kidnappers were shot dead while three others were captured.
102. Malaysian security forces killed Hamid, a key member of ASG in a shootout in Borneo.
Two other militants were also killed alongside Hamid in the shootout.
103. A workshop manager has been jailed for 7 years for attempting to travel to Syria to
fight for ISIS. He was charged under terror laws upon his return to Malaysia after he
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was returned by Turkish authorities after attempting to enter Syria via Gaziantep,
Turkey.
104. A young Malaysian ISIS militant in Syria carried out a suicide bombing in November,
2016 that killed 14 Kurdish fighters and injured scores more. He drove a vehicle-borne
IED into a group of Kurdistan Workers' Party soldiers and detonated the device in a
suicide mission in the south-west town of Ain Issa on 15 November, 2016.
105. Malaysian Police on 20 December announced that they have arrested seven people
including four foreigners, for suspected links to the ISIS militant group and for planning
attacks in Malaysia and abroad. The arrests were made from 3 November-16
December.
106. Malaysian counter-terrorism authorities have found a number of newly established
extremist groups in the country, as well as previously neutralised terror cells that have
been gaining momentum in their recruitment exercises. Despite the arrest of more than
100 individuals this year who attempted to go to Iraq and Syria to fight alongside ISIS,
intelligence suggested there were scores of Malaysians still trying to evade the police
to join ISIS.

2017
2017 / JANUARY
107. The number of Malaysians arrested for attempting to join terrorist group ISIS over the
last four years shows an "alarming" trend, one that is rising every year. In 2013, only
four were arrested for trying to join ISIS. This rose to 59 in 2014 and to 85 in 2015. The
number "spiked drastically" to 119 for 2016. There are 60 Malaysians currently in Syria
as of the outset of 2017, with some assigned as snipers for ISIS and others as suicide
bombers. Moreover, the authorities have charged 122 suspects (62 found guilty),
including several women in Malaysia on terrorism charges relating to efforts to support
and join ISIS. A further 38 have been detained under the Prevention of Crime Act and
18 under the Prevention of Terrorism Act (POTA).
108. Police on 12 January conducted a raid on a house of Nibong Tebal (Seberang Perai,
Penang, Malaysia) and detained a suspected bomb specialist together with his female
friend who were later remanded for seven days.
109. Malaysian authorities have arrested three men in three separate raids from 27-29
January for suspected links to ISIS. One worked for Malaysia Airlines and had an air
gun; another owned a shotgun and the third man had threatened to bomb Kuala
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Lumpur.
110. Malaysian police arrested four people including three foreigners having connection
with an ISIS cell based out of the southern Philippines. The cell, operating out of the
province of Mindanao, was led by a former university lecturer, Mahmud Ahmad, a
Malaysian member of Islamic State. Reportedly one of the arrestees, a Philippine man,
had been instructed to recruit new followers from Bangladesh, Malaysia and
Indonesia, as well as Rohingya Muslims from Myanmar, and arrange for their travel to
Mindanao.
111. Malaysian police on 15 January conducted separate raids in Pasir Mas, Kelantan and
detained six men for their involvement in bomb-making. Bomb making equipments
were recovered during the raids.
112. The son of a MNLF leader was detained in Malaysia in connection with the Davao City
bombing in September 2016.
2017 / FEBRUARY
113. Malaysia‟s airport security is under scrutiny following the arrest of an airport guard
suspected of links to ISIS.
114. Security experts have revealed their concern over the integrity of Malaysia‟s entry
points following the arrest of two employees at different airports over alleged links to
ISIS. . The first security guard was arrested on 29 January at Kuala Lumpur
International Airport (KLIA) and another man, an Indonesian, who worked at the
Kuantan Airport, was arrested on January 27 at the KLIA when he was heading to
Syria with his family.
115. Two Bangladeshi militants planning to travel to the Philippines were arrested in
Malaysia and deported back to Bangladesh. One of the militants was a member of
Ansarullah Bangla Team (ABT). Both of them initially wanted to travel to Syria.
116. The country‟s anti-terror police chief on 9 February revealed that many Malaysian
recruits have „skipped‟ a ceremonial oath process for joining ISIS by choosing to
pledge their loyalty through online chat applications.
2017 / MARCH
117. Intelligence reports revealed that the French mastermind of the 2014 Jewish Museum
of Belgium shootings transited in Malaysia prior to the attack in a bid to cover his
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tracks in Syria before returning to Europe.
118. Deputy Prime Minister Datuk Seri Dr Ahmad Zahid Hamidi on 18 March revealed that
the Home Ministry is working on a plan to segregate convicted terrorists from other
inmates in the prison.
119. A court in Malaysia on 29 March sentenced two militants to 25 years each in prison for
carrying out a grenade attack at the Movida night club in Puchong of Kuala Lumpur
(Malaysia) in 2016, which was later claimed by ISIS.
120. Chief of Malaysia's police on 7 March said that four of the seven Yemenis who were
detained in the last week of February in the Klang Valley, were planning to attack King
Salman of Saudi Arabia during his state visit to Malaysia. They were suspected of
having links to ISIS.
121. Khalid Abu Bakar, police chief of Malaysia on 24 March revealed that they arrested
nine suspected militants from five states of Malaysia including a man who was a
member of a cell that carried out the Selangor grenade attack.
122. Philippines allowed Indonesia and Malaysia armed forces to enter Philippine territory
while in “hot pursuit” of members of the ISIS-linked Abu Sayyaf umbrella terrorist group
and other criminal groups.
2017 / MAY
123. Law enforcement officials on 5 May revealed that they had detained three Turkish men
in the first week of May during an anti-terrorism operation in Kuala Lumpur and
Pahang State of Malaysia on 2 May and 4 May respectively. They were detained over
alleged links to ISIS.
124. Media sources indicate that a suspected ISIS militant fled to Southern Thailand from
Malaysia. A special alert was also enforced in Thailand.
125. Latest reports indicate that Dr. Mahmud alias Abu Handzalah, a Malaysian lecturer
cum militant might be the next leader of the new offshoot of ISIS in Marawi City, in
southern Philippines. He is believed to be hiding inside the city, the capital of the
Autonomous Region of Muslim Mindanao. He is now under the command of Abu
Sayyaf‟s principal Basilan faction leader Isnilon Hapilon, who was declared as Emir of
ISIS forces in Philippine in early 2016. Mahmud reportedly led a unit that entered
Marawi shortly after the failed attempt to arrest Hapilon on May 23. Mahmud is
believed to be also linked to ISIS chief Baghdadi and of trying to aid in the forming of
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an official ISIS faction in South-East Asia by uniting different terror cells in Malaysia,
Indonesia and the Philippines.
126. A Police Anti-Terrorism unit in the last week of May detained six Malaysians from
different areas of the country for working for ISIS. Their crimes included firearm
smuggling and terrorism financing, (successfully channelling RM20,000).
127. Intelligence reports indicated that at least 28 Malaysians have joined the ISIS backed
Maute militants in the battle against the Philippine security forces in Marawi city,
Mindanao, in southern Philippines.
128. National Police Chief on 27 May revealed that they have unearthed an ISIS terrorist
cell which smuggled weapons into Malaysia from Thailand with the surrender of a
cattle farmer at the Thai Border in the last week of May. The cell allegedly had links
with ISIS in Syria.
129. At least three Malaysians were among the thirteen militants killed in a series of clashes
with the Philippine security forces in Marawi city of the Philippines.
2017 / JUNE
130. Malaysian Defence Minister recently announced Philippines, Indonesia and Malaysia
will work together on air and marine defence programmes against attacks from ISIS
militants. The countries will start their joint drills to defend the southern Philippine
island group of Mindanao from 19 June. The combined drills and exercises are aiming
to stop ISIS militants from building solid operational bases in this archipelago which
borders Malaysia and Indonesia.
131. Inspector General of Police said that Malaysia is on high alert after the terrorist group
declared that Muslim fasting month is the right time to carry out more attacks. Malaysia
has cancelled the leave for about 40,000 police officers during the festival of Hari Raya
Puasa. The Armed Forces are also on standby mode at East Sabah, Philippines
border along with Malaysia‟s Thailand border.
132. Malaysian Police Counter-Terrorism Division arrested two suspected ISIS linked
militants near Jamek As-Sheikh Hasabollah mosque in Sandakan town, in the east
coast of Sabah (Sandakan Division, Sabah).
133. One Malaysian terrorist was detained along with two other Indonesians from Sabah in
Malaysia in the island of Borneo when they were on the way to Marawi city in Lanao
del Sur in the region of Mindanao.
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2017 / JULY
134. Malaysia is all set to accompany Philippines in the fight against terrorism on the
southern island of Mindanao. As per media reports published on 6 July, the Malaysian
Minister of Defence offered a „helping hand‟ to the Philippines over a telephone
conversion with the Secretary of National Defence of the Philippines.
135. Malaysia is to setup a federal counter-terrorism department with the Royal Malaysia
Police to boost up the forces‟ ability to fight terrorism. The new department will consist
of 500 personnel; more than double the 200 officers currently working in various state
forces by the existing special branch counter-terrorism division.
136. As per intelligence reports the escaped ISIS terrorists from Mosul and Raqqa are
planning to set up new bases and are heading to SE Asia. Speaking on the issue on
10 July the Defence Minister of Malaysia urged United Malays National Organisation
(Umno) members, to unite against the threat of Islamic militant groups to the nation
and region.
2017 / AUGUST
137. Two wanted Malaysian militants who were previously believed killed were seen in a
recent video titled „Inside 3‟ released on 21 August through al-Hayat media and were
urging the Muslim sympathisers in Malaysia, Indonesia and Singapore to join the war
against government troops in Marawi city (Lanao del Sur, Mindanao). The video
revealed that they are not dead and still active in the battle of Marawi.
138. The chief of Special Branch Counter Terrorism Division revealed that Indonesian
militants are trying to recruit new members from Malaysia, Indonesia and the
Philippines through WhatsApp and Telegram. Through the apps, the militants urged
the sympathisers in Malaysia and Indonesia, instead of joining ISIS, they can go to
war-torn Marawi city in Philippines to join the IS linked Maute terror group as the
Philippines is nearer than Syria.
139. Malaysia Government deployed a special team known as Anti-Terrorism Readiness
Troop consisting of 427 Malaysian army personnel to tackle any emergency situations
including terrorist attacks, during the SEA Games in Kuala Lumpur starting on 19
August.
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